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Bill 99-14-F
Suggestion Boxes
November 9, 1999

Purpose:  For the Student Government Association to sponsor the completion of the suggestion boxes to be placed in the Residence Halls.

Whereas: An initial investment of student time and funds has already been exhausted, and

Whereas: The completion of this project will enable the Student Government Association to respond to more student concerns, and

Whereas: Implementation of the suggestion boxes will increase the accessibility of students to their student voice, and

Whereas: The suggestion boxes represent one more method by which the students have voiced their thoughts and concerns.

Therefore: Be it affirmed that we, the members of the Student Government Association of Western Kentucky University, do hereby create funds to complete the suggestion box project.

Authors: Billy Lyons
          Joe Miller

Sponsor: Campus Improvements

[Handwritten notes:]
- $465
- $555
- $85
- Equip
- Who collected?
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- Where?